
inteGIRLS Puzzle Hunt 2020 Hints  
Compound 

Interest 
Instead of compound interest, try thinking about compound words. Treat each line as a 

compound word! 

Contagion 

The two red cities that are not infected are Bangkok and Beijing. What is it about the names of 
those cities that would cause them not to be infected? The key is to figure out how the virus 

spreads. 

Don't Think 
Outside The Box 

Read the flavor text as instructions to the first step of the puzzle. 

Four-rest When in doubt, sound it out. 

Frogmented Look at the letters the tongues pass through. 

Galaxy 
Positioning 

System The arrival time can help you find the specific one-word answer. 

Grocery 
Shopping What do the ingredients make? 

He Loves Me, He 
Loves Me Not Try playing the "he loves me, he loves me not" game on each of the petals. 

Hidden Figures 
There's a connection between the colored letters and the answers to their clues.  

Try highlighting it. 

Interview with an 
Electron 

Check the description of the Wu experiment again. What in the description of the experiment 
would cause the electrons to choose one answer over another? 

Jumping Gene 
Once you're done with step one, try joining the differently-colored segments together. The theme 

of the puzzle is particularly important for this one. 

Locations United Try walking around the carpet. How does your position affect the location? 

Lost & Found Name of the discoverer and date of discovery are the most important factors. 

Monopoly: 
inteGIRLS 

Edition https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/81btrHKgO0L._AC_SL1500_.jpg 

Prima Each image is a numbered position in ballet, try looking them up. 

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/81btrHKgO0L._AC_SL1500_.jpg


Rainbow 

Each of the names (plus emojis) represent a four-digit year. 
Notice that each half of the (FOUR-DIGIT) numbers you get from the arithmetical operations is 

no greater than 26. 

Similar Similes 
All of the lines contain commonly-used similes, except something is replaced with a synonym 

that's slightly wrong. What did I change it from? 

Star Sailor 
 

How do maritime ships communicate with each other? 

The User's 
Handbook To 
Mathematics 

All of these represent math theorems. Maybe this will help: 
http://pirate.shu.edu/~kahlnath/Top100.html 

Think Fast 
Look closely at the flavor text! How can we add what we're given to the names of our twelve 

cranial nerves? 

Variables 
The La Luna clue is pointing to ladders, specifically word ladders! Word ladders are pretty 

popular on Sporcle. 

 


